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The objective is to engage in an innovative basic and applied research effort in order to investigate
deep learning for the formation of all-dielectric metasurfaces for use as high temperature emitters for energy
harvesting with thermophotovoltaics (TPV). An issue with current TPV systems is the lack of discrimination
between energies with respect to the bandgap energy of the cell. Thus, typically these systems require filters
inserted in-between the absorber and TPV Cell to reject unwanted light incident on the cell. In principle alldielectric selective metasurfaces can be used for emitters in TPVs, but complex inter-unit cell effects lead to
non-linear interactions and spectral shifting, thus making conventional design optimization impossible.
Research in all-dielectric metasurfaces currently uses relatively simple unit-cell designs, but increased
geometrical complexity is needed to achieve the required highly tailored emission in the infrared range of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Machine learning has recently been applied to the design of metasurfaces with impressive results,
however the much more challenging task of finding a geometry that yields a desired spectra remains largely
unsolved. We propose a method capable of finding accurate solutions to the ill-posed inverse problem, where a
metasurface geometry is sought which yields a radiant exitance matching the external quantum efficiency of IIIV semiconductors for TPVs. Our approach involves developing an accurate feed forward neural network model,
which leans the function mapping the metasurface geometry to emissivity spectrum. The proposed inverse
method finds the optimal inverse solution by fixing all the weights and biases of the forward model, and
computes the forward model's gradient solely with respect to the input of the network, which in this case is the
metasurface geometry. The desired metasurface geometry will be evaluated iteratively until a convergence
criterion is satisfied.
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